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Main Findings of the Monitoring
The following trends were identified through media monitoring
covering the period of May 6-12:




Chair of Human Rights and
Civil Integration Committee of
the Georgian Parliament has
been promoting hatred and indirectly encouraging violence
on political grounds while assessing the facts of violence
directed against the political
opponents of the ruling party.
Several key aspects of religious
issues and discrimination on
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religious grounds were revealed: the rights of ethnic
Georgians are more important
than those of religious minorities (Zaza Papuashvili, Georgian Dream); the issue of constructing a Mosque in Batumi
should be solved taking into
account the will of the majority (Media Union Obiektivi);
there is no religious extremism
in Georgia and the problem is
aggravated in order to obtain
grants (Mamuka Giorgadze,
People’s Party).
Continued on p. 10
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Maestro, Politmeter, May 10
Statements by Zaza Papuashvili, MP from the Georgian Dream Coalition,
criticizing the National Movement and President Saakashvili are discriminatory against the different congregations in Georgia. There is a clear segregation
on the side of the respondent talking about the right to conduct prayer
[meaning instances when the Georgian Muslim citizens’ were deprived the
right to pray in several villages of Samtatskaro, Tsintskaro, and Nigvziani ]:
“You, take care of yourself”, as stated with regards to Christian Orthodox citizens, and “they will take care of themselves” - concerning the Muslims. Journalist skips the respondent’s statement failing to express any sort of criticism
and raise a question on the equality of rights of minority and majority, as well
as on the obligation of the State and the ruling team to protect the freedom of
religion.
Continued on p. 3
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Indirect Encouragement of Violence
Incident at the Restaurant La Truffe
Two members of the Parliament from the National Movement and the former governor were
injured in an incident that occurred between several citizens and the members of the National
Movement, at the restaurant La Truffe, on May 11. Instead of clarifying the legal aspects of the
event, Chair of the Parliamentary Committee on Human Rights and Civil Integration in her statements indirectly encouraged hatred and the “mob justice.” Almost all media outlets aired her
comments.
Eka Beselia: “We will never encourage the violence or aggression. Government will act in response
to the incident at La Truffe restaurant yesterday and the investigation will be conducted. However, I
would like to remind the former high rank officials from the National Movement that they should
have thought earlier that one day, when they stepped down from their positions they would meet
people treated by them inhumanely and with exceptional brutality. These people, victims of their
actions, would naturally express certain aggression and protest against them. …And is this our
government’s fault?”
The Georgian Democratic Initiative expressed its concern over the abovementioned statement
made by the Head of Human Rights Committee. GDI released the statement on May 11:

GDI: “In addition we reflect on the statement made by the Chairperson of the Committee of Human Rights and Civil Integration of Parliament, Ms. Eka Beselia who on the one hand condemned
the act of violence, and on the other hand her comment indirectly justified the fact of violence. We
consider that statements of this nature are dangerous and might promote new wave of violence on
political grounds.”
http://gdi.ge/?p=255&lang=en
Newsletter #5
TV Company Maestro, May 12
Even though, within the frames of this project, Media Development Foundation conducts the
monitoring of prime-time news programs, the organization acted in response to the airing of a
questionable video initially spread in social network, by the TV Company Maestro, in News at
15.00 on May 12. The unverified video was shown as an original footage reflecting the incident at
the restaurant La Truffe. Namely, the shots of a scene showing a man physically assaulting several
women at one of the restaurants (most likely in Russia) was presented as a video documenting the
physical confrontation between the members of the oppositional party and several citizens at the
restaurant La Truffe in Tbilisi, on May 11.

MDF welcomed the apology by the TV Company Maestro offered afterwards, and called on media to show more caution when reproducing such questionable, suspicious information.
“Materials appearing in social networks require additional verification in terms of accuracy and
consistency with the facts. Furthermore, there was no extra effort required to clarify that the
abovementioned video reflected the situation occurred abroad and has nothing to do with the
incident that took place in Tbilisi”, as noted in the statement. MDF also reminded media outlets
the Article 14 of the Code of Conduct for Broadcasters which obliges them to ensure the accuracy
of information.
http://mdfgeorgia.ge/index.php?menuid=15&lang=1&id=121
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Religious Discrimination
Continued from p. 1
Zaza Papuashvili, Georgian Dream:
“…Where on earth is the country they do
care for? You come about pretending to
protect other congregations’ rights. You
slam your own [country], tearing it down
and spitting on it while claiming to care
about others’ prayers. How come their
prayer was impeded? Let’s help them
promptly, or otherwise they won’t be able
to perform prayers. You mind your own
affairs, and they will take care of themselves.”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?
video_id=2035323

Obiektivi, Nights Studio, May 7
Obiektivi and the host of the Night Studio program Nino Ratishvili continue discussing the
construction of a Mosque in Batumi in the
light of the survey conducted by the Alliance
of Patriots. At the same time, journalist considers the issue of a Mosque as a test for the
new Government of Georgia. The editorial
position of the media outlet and its journalist,
that the issue of the minority’s religious rights
should be solved only taking into account the
will of the majority, is quite explicit and
shared by the respondent, the Chairman of the
Imedi Party, Irina Sarishvili.

Nino Ratishvili: “95 percent of the
population in Batumi is against the
construction of the Mosque considering
it unnecessary. Do you think, this is a
test for the new government, will they
take into account the position of the
population or will they decide to build
this notorious Mosque anyway?”

Irina Sarishvili, Imedi: “The stated
position of the absolute majority of the
population that they do not want this, by
no means implies violation of anybody’s
religious rights, because there is a Mosque
in Batumi and there is no need of building
a new one. If 95 percent says no, this
means that the 95 percent is not going to
attend the mosque, and that’s why they do
not want it. And the government disregarding their position means that this
democracy is also selective.”
http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11815

Obiektivi, Night Studio, May 7
The leader of the People’s Party Mamuka
Giorgadze develops the thesis that the issue of
a religious extremism is fictional and provoked by the HR defenders, in order to obtain
grants [the respondent, without any additional
arguments links such motivation with the acting National Security Advisor Giga Bokeria
and his past affiliation with the Liberty Institute – non-governmental organization which
then used to hold responsible the Orthodox
priest Basil Mkalavishvili for a numerous attacks on religious minorities in Georgia].
Mamuka Giorgadze: “Giga Bokeria
has been provoking Basil Mkalavishvili’s
people into beating him up in order to
prove that he was the one in Georgia protecting the human rights and so on… they
pushed the issue of protecting Jehovah’s
Witnesses to the extent that even the states
in which Jehovah’s sect is prohibited has
been lecturing us.”
In spite of the incorrect interpretation of facts
by the respondent, the host Nino Ratishvili
does not even try to clarify the facts.
http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11856

Zaza Papuashvili:
“…Where on earth
is the country they
do care for? You
come about pretending to protect other
congregations’
rights. You slam
your own [country],
tearing it down and
spitting on it while
claiming to care
about others’ prayers. How come their
prayer was impeded?
Let’s help them
promptly, or otherwise they won’t be
able to perform
prayers. You mind
your own affairs,
and they will take
care of themselves.”
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Ethnic Discrimination
Rezonansi, May 7
Newspepr Rezonansi published the information by the news agency Interpressnews
concerning the accident in Batumi. The ethnicity of the person who died in an
accident is identified as “Armenian” in the report, which is entirely irrelevant when
describing the abovementioned fact - in an accident, the person fell from the fifth
floor of the building in Batumi.
“The victim is Armenian and has been living at this address with his son for years.”
According to journalistic ethics and professional standard of media, identifying the person’s
ethnic or religious origin is unacceptable when reporting the crime or any other accident if the
person’s ethnicity or religion is not directly related to the fact. For instance, if something happens because of one’s religious faith or any other position, which is not the case in the abovementioned incident. By publishing the agency’s information, Rezonansi newspaper shared the
responsibility for the violation of the professional standard.
http://resonancedaily.com/index.php?id_rub=7&id_artc=15445

Kavkasia, Spektri, May 6
Newsletter #5

Giorgi Gachechiladze: “… The National Movement
introduced unilaterally the visa-free regime with 56 countries, and Mr. David,
you should see what
kind of countries are
those - mostly of African and Asian
states…
...and then you would
arrive, for instance to
the region of Kakheti,
and even though still
being called Kakheti,
it would be mostly
populated by Indians.”

The guest of the talk-show Spektri, MP from
the Georgian Dream Coalition Giorgi
Gachechiladze regards the policy of the former government as directed against the Georgian people, discriminates on the basis of ethnicity, and segregates people and countries
into categories.
Giorgi Gachechiladze: “This government should be brought to justice… they
intentionally acted as enemies to Georgia
and the Georgian people trying to eliminate them by all means, abuse, smash,
and enslave them… or send them to prisons, force them out and replace them with
the people of certain category… The National Movement introduced unilaterally
the visa-free regime with 56 countries, and
Mr. David, you should see what kindof
countries are those - mostly of African and
Asian states. They granted them the right
to enter Georgia without visas, and that’s
why this is happening now all over Georgia, but you see it very well.”

The host of the program shares the respondent’s view and continues to discuss the issue
in the context of property disputes [namely,
the reference is made to the confrontation
over the pastures between the local population and private property owner foreign investors, in several regions of Georgia].
David Akubardia: “They [local residents] cannot drive their cattle to pastures.”
The respondent further builds on a thought
considering the replacement of Georgians by
Indians as a purposeful policy.
Giorgi Gachechiladze: “They intentionally deprived them of pastures, to
drive them out forcing the peasants to
leave the village… and then you would
arrive, for instance to the region of Kakheti, and even though still being called
Kakheti, it would be mostly populated by
Indians.”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2030612
Continued on p. 5
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Gender Discrimination
Rustavi 2, Kurieri, May 10
The host of the talk-show Postion Nino Shubladze dicriminated on the basis of gender, while
anounsing the guests of the talk-show in Kurieri at 9, referring to the studio guests as the
representatives of the “weak sex.” This is a clear demonstration of sexism by journalist and
reprodution of certain stereotypes as well.
Nino Shubladze: “Today, the representative of the “weak sex” [i.e. females] will face each
other – our guests will be Eliso Chapidze from the majority and Irma Nadirashvili from the
minority.”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2035273
Rustavi 2, Position, May 7
In a talk-show Position, concerning the illegal recording of private lives, one of the
respondents, editor-in-chief of the Rezonansi newspaper Lasha Tugushi demanded the
response from the studio guest Tamar Chergoleishvili for her husband’s work who happens to
be the Secretary of the National Security Council.
Lasha Tugushi: “Where does this come from, Mrs. Tamar? Your husband is a Secretary of
the National Security Council and are you asking me? Don’t you know what was going on in
this system?”
In response, Tamar Chergoleishvili called on the opponent to respect the rights of women:
Tamar Chergoleishvili: “What does it have to do with my husband? Talk to me, please. I
am not talking to you about your spouse, I am not interested who your wife is. I am here as an
editor of the magazine, so please, talk to me as to the editor of the magazine. We live in a 21st
century. Please, respect women.”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2033642

Ethnic Discrimination
Continued from p. 4

Obiektivi, Night Studio, May 9
In the Night Studio program dedicated to the Patriarchy’s initiative concerning the criminalization of abortion, the listener made a number of xenophobic statements, at the same time, focusing on the necessity of a strict state control over the migration policy. Journalist Tamta
Rogava called on the respondent to focus on the main topic, however she failed to note the
discriminatory essence of the listener’s statements.
Listener: “First of all, we have to act to solve the demographic problem… The government should impose
a strict control over so many outlanders coming to Georgia, how they receive the citizenship and buy lands.
Georgia is full of aliens.”
http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11841

Obiektivi, Night Studio, May 10
The host of the Night Studio program Nino Ratishvili tries to thoroughly discuss the issues of
property and Chinese Town with Koba Davitashvili of the Georgian Dream. However, the
respondent discusses the topic only in the context of legal amendments, which is followed by
journalist’s discriminatory comment that there will be no room left for Georgians in Georgia.
Nino Ratishvili: “Soon, there will be no place for us here.”
http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11855

Nino Shubladze,
Rustavi
2:
“Today, the representative of the
“weak sex” [i.e.
females] will face
each other – our
guests will be Eliso
Chapidze from the
majority and Irma
Nadirashvili from
the minority.”
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Publication of Illegal Video Recordings of Private Lives
Publication in social media of illegally recorded videos containing homosexual episodes and reflecting the intimate life of the human rights activist Giorgi Paresishvili
has been covered by TV media from the angles of the right to privacy and accusations
in corruption made earlier by Paresishvili against the high rank officials. However,
there were several exceptions such as Media Union Obiektivi and newspaper Kviris
Qronika, where respondents as well as journalists made numerous homophobic statements.
Obiektivi, Night Studio, May 7
Publication of the illegal video reflecting journalist Giorgi Paresishvili’s intimate life is unacceptable for the host of the Nights Studio Nino
Ratishvili and the leader of the political party
Imedi, Irina Sarishvili. However, basing on homosexual scenes contained in the video, they
make a number of homophobic statements.

Newsletter #5

Irina Sarishvili: “I don’t want to be
perceived as someone encouraging or
defending this. No confusion should be
made, since it cannot be ruled out that
the people engaged in this are not fighting against homosexuals or heterosexuals, but rather strengthening their position. There are persons including myself for whom such people are unacceptable. Of course, this does not mean that
I am going to kill them, but what can I
do - this is not tolerable or moral for
me, personally.”

Irina Sarishvili: “These people
should not have taken this step during the hardest day of the Passion
Week. They should not have allowed the escalation of the hetero
and homosexuals’ issue to such degree, over the last several days. A
person taking this step not only
takes revenge on his personal enemy,
but rather helps to create a compulsory mechanism for the society obliging it to defend those who do not
need to be defended. In given circumstances, there was no need to
protect them - people of such orientation. We all know where the entire
world headed due to this problem.”
Nino Ratishvili: “Yes, just on the
contrary, they are serving their interests.”

http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11815
Nino Ratishvili: “Of course, this is
unacceptable for me personally, and I
do not want to have a relative or a Kviris Qronika, 13.05 – 19.05
friend of such orientation...”
Journalist Khatuna Elbakidze reffers to
The respondent goes on with speculations on the representatives of sexual minorities
religious issues claiming that abovementioned with the humiliating term ”pederasts”,
has happened during the Passion Week, makes while also presenting their right to
remarks concerning the forced obligation to privacy in an extremely discriminatory
protect the rights of homosexuals deriving from discourse.

the fact of publishing these intimate videos.
The host shares the guest’s position.

Continued on p.10
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Sexual Minorities
Issue of sexual minoroties also became topical with regard to the Day against
Homophobia and Transphobia on May 17, in addition to the illegal videos spread in
social networks. Coverage of the preparation for the rally has been negatively
generalized in the prime-time news program on Imedi TV, which promoted the
negative social attitude towards the planned event. Concerning the coverage of the
rally in talk-shows, there was an important positive message - statement made by the
Minister of Justice Tea Tsulukiani, in David Paichadze’s program on Georgian Public
Broacasting. However, there was a number of extremely negative and homophobic
statements by Media Union Obiektivi’s respondents and journalists.

Imedi TV, Qronika, May 10

Maestro, News at 9, May 10

News story by Qronika focused on the
preparation for the rally to mark the Day
against Homophobia nd Transphobia, on
May 17. The story presents the positions
of all sides – organizers of the rally,
opponents, officials, and representatioves
of the socity as well. However, the
journalist’s (Kety Brachuli) phrase –
“large part of the society agrees, and
almost all of them states that marking
May 17 in front of the parliament building
is unacceptable” – promotes the negative
social attitudes. The vox pop conducted in
the street neither methodologically nor
professionally allow the journalist to
extrapolate from and present the results of
survey, as a position of the majority of the
society.

In contrast to Imedi TV, there were no incorrect assumptions and generalizations of public
opinion concerning the intolerability of the
rally. However, here as well, Giorgi Gabedava
was identified as a human rights defender.
The story was more balanced as well in terms
of selection of respondents, if compared to
Imedi TV.

At the same time, journalist identified the
counter rally organizer Giorgi Gabedava,
who essentially demanded the restriction
of the fundamental human rights, as a HR
defender, which cannot be justified in
given circumstances. It was possible to
introduce him simply as the representative
of the non-governmental organization.
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2034738

http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2034865

Georgian Public Broadcasting, Dialogue,
May 9
David Paichadze’s program touched upon the
new Labor Code, with the Minister of Justice
Tea Tsulukiani in the studio. Although, at the
end of the program the host raised a question
on whether the new government would manage to pass the test on May 17, failed by the
previous government. The statements by the
Minister of Justice could be assessed positively.
Tea Tsulukiani: “Civilzed people should
not snoop each others’ private lives and
who sleeps with whom. This is the
foundation of a civilized society. Things
like this do exist and these people does not
make this up. When a person wakes up
with a thought and acknowledgement that
ok, I am a minority, he/she should not be
Continued on p. 8
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Sexual Minorities
Continued from p. 7

Irina Sarishvili: “There is a radical resistance to the parade, and I stand by these
radicals; Because it is absolutely unimaginable for me these people holding the parade
while we have such grave human rights violations – even if we forget about other challenges, this may force the country into a huge
political dilemma.”

beaten up or attacked for this. This is
Barbaric. I believe, this is not the true
face of Georgian society. The majority
of our citizens share the view that
viloence is unacceptable.
Concerning the rally, right of assembly
is guranteed for everybody, unless they
violate the law. If we agree in Georgia
on two key principles that I mentioned
– no to violence and everybody’s right to
privacy should be protected – then we
all should undertake relevant
obligations and committments. “

The listeners of the program, in their phone calls
to the studio, link the same sex marriage to
Europe, and the May 17 rally to the US Ambassador to Georgia.
Listener: “Over more than a week, several
foreign, mostly European radio stations have
been spreading the information that the
same sex marriage is allowed in some European states, for now. What would you say in
this regard?”

At the same time, the Minister of Justice
underlines the responsibility of the rally
participants, calling on them to refrain from
acting provokingly. However, the journalist
fails to ask for clarification of what and who
could be provokative, according to the
respondent and whether there is a legal
criteria for assessing such provoking actions.

Newsletter #5

Nino Ratishvili: “I would not want such
a law adopted in my country.”
Irina Sarishvili: “I would like my country
to remain as a country where such things are
shameful. I am not saying more than that –
it should be shameful and unacceptable for
the society.”

Tea Tsulukiani: “In spite of my
strong belief that the police will carry
out its duty properly, the rally should
not be provoking and irritating, since
the one part of the society is already
annoyed. I would call for moderation. I
have not heard them demanding:
“Come on, let us women get married, or
let us men marry man.” I have only
heard the single demand – stop
assaulting and beating me up.”

Listener: “Moreover, please pay attention
that the US Ambassador to Georgia has met
and talked to this person [Giorgi Paresishvili] and now the sexual minorities announcing the parade on May 17, on Rustaveli
Avenue – all this is interconnected. Let’s stop
lying to ourselves, it has nothing to do either
with Khukhashvili or Garibashvili, well ok,
maybe it does; but they have used every possibility to create a fertile ground for things
that are in principle firmly unacceptable in
Georgia. I don’t like things like this happening in Georgia, I won’t shake their hand,
won’t allow them into my house, I will never
be friends with people like that, not a
chance!”

http://www.myvideo.ge/?
video_id=2034178

Obiektivi, Night Studio, May 7
While discussing the issue of secret video
recordings published in order to blackmail
Giorgi Paresishvili, the Night Studio guest,
leader of the Imedi Party Irina Sarishvili and
the host Nino Ratishvili also touch upon the
unacceptability of holding in Georgia the
rally to mark the Day against Homophobia
and Transphobia, on May 17.

,
Continued on p. 9
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Sexual Minorities
Host Nino Ratishvili shares the listener’s position, considering homosexuality as immoral and
anti-national.
Nino Ratishvili: “This is a natural reaction. This is perversion. Let’s agree, I do not know how it
works in France, any other European state or in the US, but here, for us it is perversion. Prostitution
has already become a healthy sin.”
In addition to homophobic statements, there was a hate speech on the side of the listener and the
host allowed it to pass without any response.
Listener: “It is Sodomy according to the Holy Bible, and one should exile them to some island in
the middle of nowhere, rather than protecting their rights and fondling them. Moreover, you should
lock them in a prison cell, give them the life-long sentence, and hand over the Bible to read.”
http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11815

Obiektivi, Nights Studio, May 10
The Night Studio program on May 17 rally is discriminatory against the rights of sexual
minorities, due to the expressions made by host Nino Ratishvili and guest in the studio,
leader of the People’s Party Mamuka Giorgadze as well. Both host and the respondent
are developing the idea that the rights of sexual minorities in Georgia are not being violated to the extent that creates the need of street protests (“The minimal standard is observed,” Mamuka Giorgadze). In essence, such approach, whether the citizens have certain rights according to their sexual orientation, or any other affiliation is discriminatory,
as well as the definition of the minimal standard offered by the respondent.
Nino Ratishvili: “Do you think that the rights of these people are violated to the extent that they
need to express public protest?”
Mamuka Giorgadze: “The minimal standard is observed in the country. Nobody chases anyone
in the streets because of their sexual orientation, nobody beats them and smashes their heads, and
simply, there is no discrimination. Now, there is an artificial escalation of the situation, when people
come out with entirely obscure demands “let’s defend the rights of sexual minorities” while facing no
threat at all. In contrast, if you take a look at our mass media, beau monde, we are discriminated,
our rights are being violated.”
Respondent compares homosexuality with the lowest human instincts, while the host links the
interests of minorities with those of criminals. This is an absolutely incorrect generalization that
deepens further the negative attitudes towards the different minority groups. At the same time, the
respondent justifies the violence against the sexual minorities promoting the hatred.
Mamuka Giorgadze: “It is much simpler to me, for a person of a normal orientation, to just
make use of my fist rather than to think about the solution of the problem. That’s why when the
nastiest human instincts are being promoted in the country the first natural reaction of a normal
person is to do whatever he can to prevent this.”
Nino Ratishvili: “Interests of minorities , interests of criminals... Then I am just wondering if we
are supposed to forgive Saakashvili, why we should not forgive those in prison?”
http://obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=11856

Nino Ratishvili:
“Interests of minorities, interest of
criminals... Then I
am just wondering
if we are supposed
to forgive Saakashvili, why we
should not forgive
those in prison?”

Main Findings of the Monitoring
Continued from p. 1
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The case of identifying ethnicity of the fatal accident victim was revealed, which is the violation of the professional standard of media
(newspaper Rezonansi).



Discriminatory statements on the ground of ethnicity were made by
the respondents (Gia Gachechiladze, Georgian Dream), by the listeners live on air, (Obiektivi), and by the hosts (Kavkasia TV, Spektri, Obiektivi), within the context of criticizing the policies of the previous government.



Two cases of gender discrimination were identified – first, by the journalist (Rustavi 2, Position), and second, by the respondent (Rezonansi,
Editor-in-Chief).



The issue of sexual minorities was topical in the contexts of publication of videos reflecting the intimate life and with regard to rally marking the Day against Homophobia and Transphobia on May 17. In addition to the homophobic statements made live on air by the respondents (Irina Sarishvili, Imedi Party, Mamuka Giorgadze, People’s
Party) and listeners (Obiektivi), there were cases of discrimination on
the side of journalists (Obiektivi). The news program by Imedi TV,
Qronika promoted the negative social attitudes toward the May 17
rally. Besides, the report contained several unjustified generalizations
and assumptions, in violation of all methodological and professional
standards.
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Publication of Illegal Video Recordings of Private Lives
Continued from p. 6

Khatuna Elbakidze: ”Does one necessarily have to be a pederast or a lesbian in order
to demand the guaranteed protection of the right to privacy and gain the Nationals
[National Movement] support?”
http://www.alia.ge/com/news/view/908#prettyPhoto

Rezonansi, May 7
In contrast to Kvitis Qronika, Rezonansi publishes the facebook status of Paata
Kurdadze, in which the issue is placed in an entirely different context. Kurdadze
expresses the interest, why the publication of homosexual scenes is perceived as
more problematic than the heterosexual shots, also contained in the published
videos.
Paata Kurdadze: “I guess, there is another man and a woman in published videos.
Why is nobody concerned with the publication of their intimate lives?”
http://resonancedaily.com/index.php?id_rub=7&id_artc=15460

